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Introduction
This document addresses frequently asked questions (FAQs) related to the PCI 3DS Security
Requirements and Assessment Procedures for EMV® 3-D Secure Core Components: ACS, DS, and 3DS
Server (hereafter referred to as the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard). Throughout this FAQ document:
The use of “PCI 3DS Core Security Standard” or “PCI 3DS” refers to the current version of the
PCI 3DS Security Requirements and Assessment Procedures for EMV® 3-D Secure Core
Components: ACS, DS, and 3DS Server, as published on the PCI SSC website
(www.pcisecuritystandards.org).
The use of “EMVCo 3DS Core Specification” refers to the EMV® 3-D Secure Protocol and Core
Functions Specification, as published by EMVCo (www.emvco.com).
Further information about use and applicability of the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard can be found in
the “Introduction”, “Terminology”, and “Scope of Requirements” sections within the standard itself, as well
as in the general PCI Glossary on the PCI SSC website:
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/pci_security/glossary.
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PCI 3DS: Technical FAQs
These Technical FAQs provide answers to questions regarding the application of the Security
Requirements defined in the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard. Technical FAQs may contain information
on how to interpret requirements and, in some cases, may add new or extend existing requirements.
Technical FAQs are an integral and mandatory part of the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard and must be
considered during a PCI 3DS Core Security Assessment.
New questions or questions updated for clarity are in red.

Requirement P2-5
Q1

April 2021: Does the Authentication Value (AV) need to be encrypted per PCI 3DS Core
Requirement P2-5.4.2 if it is a cryptographically generated value (e.g., a
“cryptogram”)?
A

Whether a cryptographically generated Authentication Value (AV) may be stored without
being encrypted (again) will depend on how each payment system (i.e., payment brand)
generates the Authentication Value and how that value is used.
The EMV® 3-D Secure Protocol and Core Functions Specification does not specify a method
or algorithm that is required to generate an Authentication Value and enables each payment
system to determine which method(s) and/or algorithm(s) to use. The PCI 3DS Core Security
Standard, however, assumes that these values are static values that are used directly in the
course of 3DS transaction processing and, therefore, must be encrypted along with other
3DS sensitive data per the PCI 3DS Data Matrix and in accordance with PCI 3DS Core
Requirement P2-5.4.2 prior to any permitted storage.
Where the Authentication Value is a dynamic (i.e., a single use) value that cannot be reused
after generation or is already encrypted using strong cryptography and requires the value to
be decrypted prior to use, then it may be possible to store the Authentication Value where
permitted without encrypting it again. 3DS entities should contact the applicable payment
system(s) for more information on whether the Authentication Value for that payment system
is generated and used in a way that would permit it to be stored without having to encrypt it
further.

Requirement P2-6
Q2

April 2021: What types of 3DS components are required to use an HSM for protecting
and managing cryptographic keys?
A

Requirement P2-6 covers Cryptography and Key Management for all 3DS components
(ACS, DS, and 3DS Server); however, P2-6.1.2 clearly notes that only environments housing
DS and ACS systems require the use of an FIPS 140-2 Level 3 (overall) or higher certified,
or a PCI PTS approved HSM for all key management activity. Other HSM related
requirements such as Requirements P2-6.2 and P2-6.3 also apply only to the ACS and DS.
The use of an HSM is recommended, but not required, for locations where only a 3DS Server
is present.
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Q3

April 2021: Can compensating controls be used to meet Requirement P2-6.2.1?
A

Q4

No. Requirement P2-6.2.1 requires personnel with logical access to HSMs to access those
HSMs either using the HSM console or using a non-console access solution that has been
evaluated to relevant sections of ISO 13491 (as noted in the PCI 3DS Core Requirement). At
this time, there are no acceptable alternatives to this requirement and any remote access
solutions used to access and administer the HSM must be evaluated and approved by an
independent laboratory as meeting the applicable requirements in ISO 13491.
December 2020: Can a 3DS entity outsource the hosting and management of its HSMs
to a third-party service provider?

A

Yes, a 3DS entity may choose to outsource the hosting and management of its HSM
infrastructure to a third-party service provider as long as all applicable requirements are met.
The 3DS entity should work with their service provider to determine which requirements are
covered by the service provider and which are covered by the 3DS entity. The 3DS entity
remains ultimately responsible for ensuring that all applicable requirements regarding the
hosting and management of HSMs are met. Please refer to the “Use of Third-Party Service
Providers / Outsourcing” section in the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard for more
information.

Requirement P2-7
Q5

December 2020: What types of 3DS components are in scope for Requirement P2-7 in
the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard?
A

Requirements P2-7.1 and P2-7.2, which relate to data center and CCTV security, apply to
DS and ACS systems.
As noted in the Overview section of Requirement P2-7, the DS and ACS systems are critical
components of the 3DS infrastructure that require a secure facility with elevated physical
security controls to restrict, manage, and monitor all physical access.
The requirements in P2-7 are recommended, but not required, for locations where only a
3DS Server is present. Refer to the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard for information about
the different 3DS components.

Note: This FAQ has been imported from the General FAQs on the PCI SSC website.
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